To,
The AO GE

(All AO GE)

Sub: Children education allowance claims passing of regarding.

*************

It has been brought to the notice of this office that CEA claims are being admitted and passed in respect of more than 2 surviving children by some of the AO GE offices under the administrative control of this organisation.

In view of the above, it is requested to conduct a onetime review of all the CEA claims passed between 01.01.2016 and 31.12.2017 w.r.t. family details in the respective service book of MES personnel. AO GE offices may also be ensure the procedure laid down before passing any CEA claim by maintaining records/register in order to have a check against any fraudulent claim by entering the name of applicant, designation, service no., details of children i.e. no. of children, their date of birth, class in which studying, year school name, amount being paid etc.

Above confirmation may please be forwarded to this office by 21 Aug 2018 positively.

Copy to:-

E-III, EIV, EV Section Local:

IT & S Sec (Local):

For information and necessary action w.r.t. above. Please issue necessary Instruction to AO GE under your administrative control and obtain requisite information in due time at your end.

Please upload the circular on PCDA (WC) website at the earliest.

SR. AO (E)

(SAHIL GOYAL)

DCDA(E)